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OHC and Tropical Cyclone (TC) intensification

B

Ocean Heat Content (OHC) : is known to be the most important oceanic 
predictor widely used in operational TC intensity forecasting 
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Comparison between Hurricane Patricia and Typhoon Haiyan

SST cooling

▪ Accumulated ocean heat content 

(AOHC) from genesis to LMI

▪ Lifetime maximum intensity (LMI)

▪ LMI-reaching time (TLMI; unit = h)

▪ Intensification Efficiency (IE) 

=  (LMI - 17) / AOHC   : AOHC-based

(LMI - 17) / ASSHC  : SST-based

(LMI - 17) / AFLUX     : Flux-based

Time (h) 

✓ Haiyan reached LMI (87 m s-1) under the condition of high AOHC (1.8 MJ cm-2) in 84 h

✓ Patricia reached an even higher LMI (95 m s-1), 1.4 times faster (in 60 h), despite having 55% less 

AOHC (1.0 MJ cm-2) than Haiyan

✓ The IEs of Patricia (78.3 m s-1 MJ-1 cm2) are ~2 times higher than Haiyan (39.6 m s-1 MJ-1 cm2)

➢ Patricia’s IE= (95 -17) / 1.0 = 78.3

➢ Haiyan’s IE= (87-17) / 1.8 = 39.6

Fuel efficiency for car 

Eastern North Pacific (ENP)
Western North Pacific (WNP) 



Comparison of Treqand IEs between ENP and WNP

For 500 TCs occurring in the ENP and WNP 
from 2001 to 2015

Treq AOHC-based IE

ASSHC-based IE AFLUX-based IE
IE



What makes the differences in Treqand IEs between ENP and WNP?

1. Relationship between TC size and intensity

2. Roles of ocean waves

3. Background oceanic environments

4. Background atmospheric environments

5. Role of Latitudes



1. Relationship between TC size and intensity
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1. Relationship between TC size and intensity

✓ A relatively smaller TC (like an ENP hurricane) 

produces a maximum sea-surface cooling of 6°C, 

while a relatively larger TC (like a WNP typhoon) 

produces cooling up to 8°C

✓ The ~2°C reduction in cooling for the (smaller) ENP 

hurricanes implies a crucial role for TC size in 

limiting to some extent the potentially large TC-

induced surface cooling for ENP hurricanes that is 

due to factors such as the basin’s shallow mixed 
layer and steep thermocline

✓ The larger the TC size (i.e., 

R34, R50, and R64), the 

stronger the sea-surface 

cooling, mainly due to the 

longer duration of intense 

TC winds for a given point 

in the ocean (Price, 1981; 

Pun et al. 2018; Lin et al. 
2021).

~2°C 



2. Roles of ocean waves

3m 40m

✓ The result of increased fetch and duration 



2. Roles of ocean waves

➢ The increase of significant wave heights and wavelength can impact TC

intensification through at least two physical processes: sea spray and wave-

induced mixing.

1. An increase in the phase speed and a decrease in wave 

steepness -> unfavorable for sea spray generation -> negative 

feedback on intensification

2. Enhancing the TC-induced sea-surface cooling due to the 

additional wave-induced mixing from unbroken surface waves

Both of these wave-related processes lead to less favorable 
conditions for the intensification of a large TC



3. Background oceanic environments

Brunt–Väisälä frequency (N2) 



3. Background atmospheric environments

Some



4. Background atmospheric environments

PIduring as 
a function of SSTduring
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5. Role of Latitudes

✓ It is known that TCs at low latitudes intensify more rapidly on average than those at higher latitudes. 

✓ This is due to stronger and deeper friction-induced inflow under a lower planetary vorticity (small 

Coriolis parameter) environment and much larger diabatic heating rate, along with a larger radial 

gradient of diabatic heating above the boundary layer (Li et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2015). 

✓ In the ENP, once the TCs move away from the Mexican coast, their tracks mostly have a strong 

westward component and are confined to a relatively narrow low-latitude region south of 20°N. 

✓ In the WNP, tracks are more distributed across a broad region meridionally, even reaching north of 

30°N. This is due to the typical circulation around the North Pacific High (Wood and Ritchie 2015). 

✓ The difference in the mean TC occurrence latitude between the two basins is 2.5° and reaches up to 

3.9° at the LMI stage

✓ The higher average latitude of TC occurrence in the WNP basin thus may contribute to the larger TC 

sizes there relative to the ENP and through that mechanism may also contribute to the slower TC 
intensification in the WNP. 



SST cooling

Why do eastern ENP hurricanes intensify more and faster than WNP typhoons

with less ocean energy?



Discussions

✓ Highlight the importance of several factors, including TC size, latitude, and

ocean waves

✓ Emphasizing the importance of accurate TC size prediction

✓ Limitation of TC size prediction skills

✓ Higher resolution models.

✓ Ocean wave coupling



✓ We are recruiting postdoctoral researchers, graduate students, 

and visiting scientists to conduct research (open topic) related 

to tropical cyclones.

✓ http://typhoon.kr/ijmoon

✓ ijmoon@jejunu.ac.kr 


